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Abstract. Anonymous off-line electronic cash (e-cash) systems provide transactions
that retain the anonymity of the payer, similar to physical cash exchanges, without
requiring the issuing bank to be on-line at payment. Fair off-line e-cash extend this
capability to allow a qualified third party (a “trustee”) to revoke this anonymity un-
der a warrant or other specified “suspicious” activity. Extensions for achieving fair
off-line e-cash based on off-line e-cash require modularity to be applicable in general
settings. Simplicity (for ease of understanding and implementation) and efficiency
(for cost effectiveness) are of high importance, otherwise these generic extensions
will be hard and costly to apply. Of course, security must also be guaranteed and un-
derstood, yet, to date, there have been no efficient systems that offer provable security.

A system which is (1) provably secure based on well understood assumptions, (2)
efficient and (3) conceptually easy, is typically “elegant.” In this work we make a
step towards elegant fair off-line e-cash system by proposing a system which is pro-
vably anonymous (i.e., secure for legitimate users) while its design is simple and its
efficiency is similar to the most efficient systems to date. Security for the bank and
shops is unchanged from the security of non-traceable e-cash. We also present ways
to adapt the functionality of “fairness” into existing e-cash systems in a modular way,
thus easing advancement and maintaining version compatibility; these extensions are
also provably anonymous.
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1 Introduction
Simplicity is the crux of system design; when it comes to secure systems it is even more
important for two reasons: first, it limits the possibility of errors during design and imple-
mentation and eases the proof of security; second, it potentially allows the algorithms to
run on reduced computational resources.

In this work we simplify the method of achieving fair off-line e-cash based on any (single-
term) off-line e-cash system (we demonstrate functionality under [Bra93b]). We do so with-
out affecting the security of the basic system, while we prove the security (i.e., anonymity
of legitimate users) of the “fairness” extension using a better understood assumption, that
of the decision Diffie-Hellman. Our goal is to move a step closer to “elegant” fair e-cash,
i.e., minimize number of added requirements, security assumptions and overhead while ex-
tending the e-cash systems into fair ones. We utilize the recent result [TY98,NR97] showing
equivalence of the semantic security (namely, security in the sense of indistinguishability)
of ElGamal encryption and the decision Diffie-Hellman assumption.
The model: Fair off-line electronic cash (FOLC), independently introduced by [FTY96] and
[CMS96], extends anonymous off-line electronic cash and involves a bank (B), a collection of
users (a single user is called U), a collection of receivers/shops (a single receiver is denoted
by R), and a collection of Trustees (judges/escrow agents) which act like one party1 (and
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are denoted as T ). FOLC includes five basic protocols, three of which are the same as in
off-line electronic cash: a withdrawal protocol with which U withdraws electronic coins from
B while his account is debited, a payment protocol with which U pays the coin to R, and a
deposit protocol with which R deposits the coin to B and has his account credited.

The two additional protocols are: owner tracing in which B gives to T the view of a
deposit protocol and T returns a string that contains the identifying information of the
coin’s owner (which B can use to identify the owner via its account databases); and coin
tracing in which T , given the view of a withdrawal protocol from B, returns some information
that originated from this withdrawal. B can use the returned value to find the coin(s) by
accessing its views of the deposit protocols. Hence, owner tracing allows tracing of suspicious
payments, while coin tracing allows the authorities to find the destination of suspicious
withdrawals. We do not consider the strong bank robbery attacks [JY96].
Previous work: [FTY96] introduced the notion of “indirect discourse proofs” and used it
to implement FOLC; however, payments had to be interactive, while security required novel
assumptions. Here we implement non-interactive indirect discourse proofs, while our com-
plete solution is more secure and as efficient as owner tracing alone on that system. [FTY96]
also proved that anonymity in FOLC cannot be unconditional. [CMS96] introduced efficient
owner and coin tracing protocols; coin tracing in particular was much faster than [FTY96].
However, security was not analyzed, while owner tracing was performed against the data-
base of withdrawn coins, i.e., T returns to B a value appearing in a withdrawal transcript
instead of the user’s identity; this reduces the computational requirements at withdrawal
and payment (i.e., “enforcement” of owner tracing capability), but requires more time for
owner tracing. Here we perform owner tracing against the account database (i.e., we escrow
the “users’ identities”) while retaining the efficiency of [CMS96]. [DFTY97] simplified the
protocols of [FTY96] using faster coin tracing techniques, on par with [CMS96]; security
however still required novel assumptions while payments were again interactive. [dST98]
recently presented efficient protocols (for account-based owner tracing) with non-interactive
payments, but their anonymity depends on more complex assumptions (these are not speci-
fied in a strict sense, but our evaluation shows that the main assumption is a variant of the
decision Diffie-Hellman assumption, similar to the “matching Diffie-Hellman” introduced in
[FTY96]). Our efficiency is on par with this system but we can concretely prove anonymity
under the decision Diffie-Hellman assumption.
Security assumptions: Security of the basic off-line e-cash scheme is based on the blind
signature protocol that we use as an underlying block; in the case we demonstrate here, this
is the same as in [Bra93b] but other protocols can be used. All such protocols are based
on the random oracle model and although the unforgeability of the resulting signatures is
provable [PS96a] their restrictive properties are still unproven. We prove the anonymity of
our system based on the decision Diffie-Hellman assumption.
Structure of the paper: In section 2 we present the ElGamal encryption scheme and the
decision Diffie-Hellman assumption, as well as some known impossibility results for FOLC.
In section 3 we present the building blocks for our protocols, namely a blind signature scheme
with some restrictive properties, proofs of equality of logarithms and non-interactive indirect
discourse proofs. In section 4 we show how FOLC can be added in a modular way in existing
systems, while in section 5 we show how to achieve FOLC efficiently and securely if we have
more freedom in the system design phase. We discuss the security in section 6 and we
conclude with open problems in section 7.
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2 Preliminaries

In [FTY96] it was shown what are the cryptographic assumptions needed for FOLC as
summarized in the following Theorems.

Theorem 1 (1) Unconditional unlinkability is impossible in FOLC even if only owner tra-
cing or coin tracing is supported. (2) Further, any implementation of FOLC based on black
box reduction from an arbitrary one-way permutation will separate P and NP (thus, it seems
implausible, since it will yield a breakthrough in complexity theoretic proof techniques).

Theorem 2 Given off-line e-cash and public-key encryption, there exists a FOLC system
in which anonymity is semantically secure (in the sense of secure encryption [GM84]).

A semantically secure encryption which has homomorphic properties is the ElGamal
encryption scheme [ElG85]:

Definition 1. (ElGamal public-key encryption scheme) The ElGamal public-key en-
cryption scheme is defined by a triplet (G, E, D) of probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms,
with the following properties:

– The system setup algorithm, S, on input 1n, where n is the security parameter, outputs
the system parameters (p, q, g), where (p, q, g) is an instance of the DLP collection, i.e.,
p is a uniformly chosen prime of length |p| = n + δ for a specified constant δ, and
g is a uniformly chosen generator of the subgroup Gq of prime order q of Z∗

p , where
q = (p− 1)/γ is prime and γ is a specified integer.

– The key generating algorithm, G, on input (p, q, g), outputs a public key, e = (p, q, g, y),
and a private key, d = (p, q, g, x), where
– x is a uniformly chosen element of Zq, and
– y ≡ gx mod p .

– The encryption algorithm, E, on input (p, q, g, y) and a message m ∈ Gq, uniformly
selects an element k in Zq and outputs

E((p, q, g, y), m) = (gk (mod p), myk (mod p)) .

– The decryption algorithm, D, on input (p, q, g, x) and a ciphertext (y1, y2), outputs

D((p, g, x), (y1, y2)) = y2(y1
x)−1 (mod p) .

For simplicity we write E(m) = (gk, myk) for public key y.

Definition 2. (Decision Diffie-Hellman problem) For security parameter n, p a prime
with |p − 1| = δ + n for a specified constant δ, for g ∈ Z∗

p a generator of prime order
q = (p−1)/γ for a specified integer γ and for a, b ∈R Zq random, given [ga, gb, y] output 0 if
y ≡ gab (mod p) and 1 otherwise, with probability better than 1/2 + 1/nc for any constant
c for large enough n.

The decision Diffie-Hellman assumption states that it is infeasible to solve the decision
Diffie-Hellman problem. In [TY98] a proof of the following is presented:

Theorem 3 The ElGamal encryption scheme is semantically secure, if and only if there
does not exist a p.p.t. TM that solves the decision Diffie-Hellman problem.

We remark here that theorem 3 is true even for a modified “inverted” ElGamal
encryption, i.e., when E(m) = (yk, mgk) with y the public key.
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3 Building Blocks

All off-line electronic cash schemes to date utilize a blinding protocol that allows the bank
to verify that users embed their identity in the coin. In turn, all fair off-line e-cash schemes,
employ a protocol for proving relations between committed values. We devote one subsection
to each concept. In addition we show an implementation of “indirect discourse proofs”
[FTY96,DFTY97] based on proofs of equality of logarithms.

3.1 The Blinding Protocol

There are several blind signature protocols in the literature which allow the signer to verify
that some values are correctly embedded by the requester. The first was proposed by [CFN90]
but here we will use protocols that avoid the costly (in terms of both speed and storage)
“cut-and-choose” technique, such as the withdrawal protocols in [CP93a,BCC+92,CP93b],
the“restrictive blinding” in [Bra93b], the protocol “P” in [CMS96], or the “blind signature”
protocol in [dST98]. Here we will demonstrate one particular such protocol, Brands’ “re-
strictive blind signature,” but it should be noted that the ideas presented are applicable to
any of the other sub-protocols used as building blocks.

We now describe the blinding protocol in [Bra93b], between a signer S and a verifier V.
Setup:
Let p and q be primes such that |p− 1| = δ + k for a specified constant δ, and p = γq + 1,
for a specified integer γ. Define a unique subgroup Gq of prime order q of the multiplicative
group Z∗

p and generators g, g1, g2 of Gq. Let H,H0,H1, . . . be hash functions from a family
of collision intractable hash functions.

Let XS ∈R Zq be the secret key of the signer. The signer publishes its public keys
h = gXS , h1 = gXS

1 , h2 = gXS
2 .

Let u1 ∈ Gq be the verifier’s private key and I = g1
u1 his public identification information

(knowledge of private keys should be verified as pointed out in [CFMT96], using e.g., a
Schnorr proof of knowledge [Sch91]).

The protocol creates a blind signature of I. V will end up with a Schnorr-type [Sch91]
signature on (Ig2)s, where s is a random number (chosen by V and kept secret). The exact
form of the signature is sig(A, B) = (z, a, b, r) satisfying:

gr = hH(A,B,z,a,b)a and Ar = zH(A,B,z,a,b)b (1)

The blinding protocol (over an authenticated channel between V and S) appears in figure
1.

This protocol produces a signed number A of the form Isg2
s, i.e., A is an unconditionally-

hiding commitment of the verifier’s identity I. There are no complete security proofs for such
protocols, but they are used in every efficient e-cash scheme and have received continuous
scrutiny in recent years. There do however exist security arguments under the random oracle
model [PS96a] for the existential unforgeability of such signature schemes—but not for their
“restrictive” properties (i.e., we cannot yet prove that A is a correct commitment on I).

3.2 Proving Equality of Logarithms

A basic tool for both owner and coin tracing is an efficient blind proof of equality of lo-
garithms. Such proofs are used for FOLC either in isolation, or as a block in constructing
non-interactive indirect discourse proofs, which can then provide some of the functionality
needed for FOLC.
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S blindly signs A, such that A embeds the identity I of V
V S

w ∈R Zq

s ∈R Zq
a′,b′
←− a′ = gw, b′ = (Ig2)w

A = (Ig2)s

z′ = hu1
1 h2[= (Ig2)XS ]

z = z′s

x1, x2, u, v ∈R Zq

B = gx1
1 gx2

2
a = (a′)ugv

b = (b′)suAv

c = H(A, B, z, a, b)

c′ = c/u
c′
−→

r = r′u + v mod q
r′
←− r′ = c′XS + w

Fig. 1. Blind signature protocol, embedding the verifier’s identity. At the end of the protocol V
verifies: gr ?= hca, Ar ?= zcb.

Setup: A probabilistic polynomial-time (p.p.t.) prover P and a p.p.t. verifier V.
Common input is A, B, a, b, G1, G2, G3, with a, b, G1, G2, G3 generators of Gq, a subgroup of
prime order q of the multiplicative group Z∗

p for some large prime p. The prover is assumed
to not know the relative discrete logarithms of a, b, G1, G2, G3.
Secret input to P is x, v, w, such that A ≡ axG1

v (mod p), B ≡ bxG2
w (mod p) (for

simplicity we henceforth use the notation A = axG1
v).

Notation: EqLog[(A, a), G1, (B, b), G2] denotes that A = axG1
v and B = bxG2

w for some
x ∈ GQ, and G1, G2 generators of GQ. The reader may wish to think of that as loga A =
logb B for intuition (computations are always modP ).
The proof appears in Figure 2.

EqLog[(A, a), G1, (B, b), G2]
Input: A, B

P proves that A = axG1
v, B = bxG2

w, i.e., loga A = logb B:
P V

y, s1, s2, s3 ∈R Zq

A′ = ayG1
s1 , B′ = byG2

s2

A′,B′
−→ c ∈R Zq or

c←− c = H(A, A′, a, G1, B, B′, b, G2, Date/Time, Info)
r = c · x + y

r1 = c · v + s1, r2 = c · w + s2
r,r1,r2−→ Verify:

ar ·G1
r1 ?= Ac ·A′ and

br ·G2
r2 ?= Bc ·B′

Fig. 2. Proof of equality of logarithms.

The proof is essentially a set of parallel Schnorr knowledge proofs and can be used
to prove equality of more than two logarithms (see “extensions” below). As is the case
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in [Sch91], this minimal-knowledge proof can be made non-interactive and transferable un-
der the random oracle model, with the challenge c being computed as a hash function of
{A, A′, a, G1, B, B′, b, G2,Date/Time, Info} and the hash function behaving like a random
oracle.

We now discuss the correctness and zero-knowledge of the proof.
Correctness: It suffices to show that if a prover can answer to two challenges then s/he
knows two representations as required (i.e., A = axG1

v and B = bxG2
w); then, if the

prover cannot break the discrete log problem, s/he cannot know any other representations
of A, B w.r.t. (a, G1), (b, G2) respectively [Bra93b], since the relative logarithms of a w.r.t.
G1 and b w.r.t. G2 are secret. Therefore there are only two possibilities: either the prover
can answer to exactly one challenge (which depends on the construction of (A, B), i.e., it
is “pre-selected” via the choice of (A, B)) or s/he knows the correct representations. But
since the challenges are produced at random, the prover has only negligible probability of
answering the “pre-selected” challenge without knowing the correct representations.

Now it is easy to see that given two answers to different challenges, r = c·x+y, r′ = c′·x+y
and [r1 = c · v + s1, r2 = c ·w + s2], [r′

1 = c′ · v + s1, r
′
2 = c′ ·w + s2] one can solve the system

of equations (where r, r′, r1, r2, r
′
1, r

′
2 and c, c′ are known values) to compute x, y, v, w, s1

and s2; thus if the prover can answer to two challenges, it knows (can compute) the correct
representations.
Zero-knowledge: The proofs can be simulated w.r.t. an honest verifier. In the interactive
setting this is done by the verifier selecting a random challenge c and random ”responses”
r, r1, r2, and computing A′ = A−carG1

r1 , B′ = B−cbrG2
r2 . Here we assume that the verifier

is honest, i.e., that c is indeed randomly chosen (and can be learned in a simulation).
In the non-interactive setting the simulations are performed under the random oracle

model, as in [PS96b]. Briefly, here the challenge is constructed using a hash function:
c = H(A, A′, a, G1, B, B′, b, G2,Date/Time, Info) where the hash function H is modeled
as (i.e., assumed to act like) a ”random oracle,” or ”perfect hash function”. The simula-
tor proceeds as previously; the random oracle assumption is used in the construction of c.
I.e., we want to guarantee that after choosing c, r, r1, r2 and computing A′, B′, the equation
c = H(A, A′, a, G1, B, B′, b, G2,Date/Time, Info) still holds. For this we let the simulator
”change” the output of the random oracle H, such that on input this particular vector it
outputs c. Then the resulting ”modified” random oracle cannot be distinguished from the
original, since c was originally chosen as a random value. As the random value c is here sub-
stituted by the output of the random oracle, the “honest verifier” assumption is guaranteed;
i.e., in the non-interactive version, and under the random oracle assumption, the equality
of logarithm proofs are zero-knowledge. Full proof to appear in extended version.
Extensions: The same proof can be used for more than two values; thus we can define
EqLog[(A, a), G1, (B, b), G2, (C, c), G3] to prove equality between the respective logarithms
of A, B and C. The protocol and security proofs are similar; we omit description for conci-
seness. (Although it is simple to observe that two consecutive proofs of equality of logarithms
for (A, B) and (B, C) respectively achieve the same result—but with slightly higher com-
putation.) This extended version is used in section 5.

3.3 Indirect Discourse Proofs

We now show how proofs of equality of logarithms can be used to create indirect discourse
proofs. These will be used for the protocols of section 4 but not for section 5; if interested
only in simplicity and not backwards compatibility we encourage the reader to move directly
to section 5.

In this particular example of indirect discourse proofs, tailored to our purposes, we will
construct a proof which shows a specific construction for three numbers A, B, C. This is a
more general construction than we actually need for section 4.
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The proof appears in figure 3. The interactive form is shown, but the proof can be made
non-interactive by computing the challenge using a random oracle H: c = H(A, B, C, A′,
B′, a, b, G1, G2, G3,Date/Time, Info), where “Info” is some transaction-related information
(such as the identity of V or the transaction purpose/description/amount).
Notation: we use IndPrf[(A, a), G1, (B, C|G3), G2] to denote that A = axG1

v, B =
CxG2

zG3
t = bexG2

w.

IndPrf[(A, a), G1, (B, b, C|G3), G2]
Input: A, B = bsG2

w, C = beG3
u

P will prove to V that A = axG1
v, B = CxG2

zG3
t = bexG2

w:
P V

y, s1, s2, s3 ∈R Zq

A′ = ayG1
s1 , B′ = CyG2

s2G3
s3

A′,B′
−→ c ∈R Zq

c←−
r = c · x + y

r1 = c · v + s1, r2 = c · w + s2, r3 = s3 − r · u r,r1,r2,r3−→ Verify:

ar ·G1
r1 ?= Ac ·A′ and

Cr ·G2
r2 ·G3

r3 ?= Bc ·B′

Fig. 3. Indirect discourse proof.

We omit the proof of security due to lack of space; its construction is similar to the
correctness and zero-knowledge proof of the protocol for proving equality of logarithms in
section 3.2 above.

4 Retaining Existing Infrastructure

Changing systems that have already been implemented sometimes requires a disproportio-
nate amount of effort, compared to the changes required. Thus it is important to devise
techniques that enhance functionality without affecting existing systems. In this section we
show how modular additions to off-line electronic cash systems can be used to construct
FOLC in a seamless manner. We elect to show our additions on the Brands’ protocol, but
similar solutions are possible in other blinding protocols. As mentioned earlier, our focus is
primarily security (i.e., basing anonymity on the decision Diffie-Hellman assumption) and
efficiency.

4.1 Coin Tracing

Coin tracing can be performed efficiently using the techniques of [CMS96,DFTY97], modified
to allow for provable security. To add it in a modular way we need a preliminary stage, in
which the Trustee entity T is created, and an addition to the withdrawal protocol. The
following steps are performed: during the withdrawal protocol an additional value I ′ =
Ig3

s−1
g4

t is created (where g4 is an additional generator of Gq) and its relationship to an
ElGamal encryption E1 = (Ig2g4

t)s
f1

m, E2 = g1
m is proven using indirect discourse proofs;

here f1 = g1
XT is a public key published by the Trustee. The coin then embeds I ′ instead

of I and becomes A = Is′
g2

s′
g3

s′·s−1
g4

t·s−1
, where s′ is the user’s blinding factor.

At payment the verifier checks that the coin is of the form A = g1
xg2

yg4
zg3, thereby

indirectly forcing the user to set s′ = s.
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Coin tracing is then performed by the trustee decrypting (E1, E2) to obtain the paid
coin Ā = A/g3 = (Ig2g4

t)s.
This method retains the anonymity of the user (based on the decision Diffie-Hellman

assumption) with minimal computational overhead, while it requires no changes to the
existing blind signature protocol. However we do not describe it in detail as (1) it can be
derived in a straightforward manner from [DFTY97] and section 3.3 above, while (2) in
section 5 we show a more efficient method achieving both owner and coin tracing.

4.2 Owner Tracing

An off-line coin by its nature has its owner’s identity embedded in it. Thus for owner tracing
all we need is an encryption of the user’s identity using a public key encryption system, in
such a way that the encryption is linked to the coin. Hence, Trustees can open the ciphertext
to obtain the identity. An indirect discourse proof during payment assures the receiver that
the encrypted identity is the same as the one embedded in the coin. The additions to the
basic protocol are limited to a preliminary stage, in which the Trustee entity T is created,
and to a modular addition to the payment protocol. Here we show the payment protocol
that corresponds to the blinding protocol of section 3.1.
T ’s public information: Public key f2 = gXT

2 associated with private key XT ∈R Gq.
The new payment protocol:

U R
m ∈R Zq

D1 = IgXT m
2 , D2 = gm

2
V1 = EqLog[(D1, f2), g1, (D2, g2),nil]
V2 = IndPrf[(Ā, {g2, g4}), g1, (Ā, g1, D1|f2), g2]
In V2, U uses B = g1

x1g2
x2 from

withdrawal, instead of random A′

D1,D2,V1,V2−→ D2
?
6= 1

Verify V1, V2

This protocol proves to R that (D1, D2) is an ElGamal [ElG85] encryption of I, based
on f2, where I is the same identity as the one embedded in the coin A. In particular, first
V1 proves that D1 = g1

xg2
XT m, D2 = g2

m for some x, m. Then V2 proves that x · s ≡ u · s
(mod Q) where Ā = g1

usg2
sg4

ts is the user’s coin; therefore, x ≡ u (mod Q) and thus
D1 = Ig2

XT m as required.
Efficiency: The protocol poses minimal additional communication and computation requi-
rements (on the order of 7 exponentiations for U and 9 for R), while keeping T off-line in
all cases.

5 Simplified FOLC

Although the protocols of the previous sections are efficient and secure, it turns out that if
we can alter some design aspects of the basic e-cash system it is possible to perform coin and
owner tracing in one step, thus effectively reducing in half the computational requirements,
while remaining within the same security assumptions.

The idea is to combine the identity of the user with a “coin identifier” (as in [CMS96]) to
an unconditional commitment. Then, this commitment is signed using the blinding protocol.
The commitment is constructed such that the resulting coin is itself part of an ElGamal
encryption of the user’s identity (this idea has its root in [dST98]). Thus, one execution of
the blinding protocol (which is the bulk of the computation at withdrawal) in effect performs
two tasks at once: tracing the coin and encrypting the user’s identity. The blinding protocol
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used is a modification of the one appearing in section 3.1 that operates on 3 instead of
2 generators, but whose security is unchanged [Bra93a]. The fact that the commitment is
unconditional allows us to prove anonymity under the decision Diffie-Hellman assumption.

For coin tracing an ElGamal encryption of the “coin identifier” is constructed at withdra-
wal, and its correct construction (with respect to the commitment) is verified using proofs of
equality of logarithms. For owner tracing one additional value is constructed (at payment)
to form an ElGamal encryption in conjuction with the coin; the correctness of this value
requires proofs of equality of logarithms instead of indirect discourse proofs. We proceed
with the details.
Bank’s setup protocol: (performed once by B)
Primes p and q are chosen such that |p−1| = δ+k for a specified constant δ, and p = γq+1,
for a specified integer γ. Then a unique subgroup Gq of prime order q of the multiplicative
group Z∗

p and generators g, g1, g2, g3, g4 of Gq are defined. Secret key XB ∈R Zq is created.2

Hash functions H,H0,H1, . . ., from a family of collision intractable hash functions are also
defined. B publishes p, q, g, g1, g2, g3, g4, (H,H0,H1, . . .) and its public keys h = gXB , h1 =
g1

XB , h2 = g2
XB , h3 = g3

XB .
Trustee’s setup protocol: (performed once by T )
Public keys f2 = gXT

2 , f3 = gXT
3 associated with private key XT ∈R Zq are published.

User’s setup (account opening) protocol: (performed for each user U)
The bank B associates user U with I = gu1

1 where u1 ∈ Gq is generated by U and gu1
1 g2 6= 1.

U also proves (using the Schnorr identification scheme [Sch91]) to B that he knows how to
represent I w.r.t. g1.

Withdrawal: (over an authenticated channel between B and U)
An intermediate value I ′ = g1

u1s−1
g3

s−1
g4

t is created. The user constructs an ElGamal
encryption E1 = g2

sf3
m, E2 = g3

m of g2
s and proceeds to prove its correct construction

w.r.t. I ′. The constructions of I ′, E1, E2 are proven using proofs of equality of logarithms.
The blinding protocol of section 3.1 then proceeds with I ′ replacing I.

Note that during the payment protocol the user is expected to present a coin of a specific
structure; this forces him to use the committed value s as the blinding factor. Thus the coin
contains g2

s and can be traced by decrypting (E1, E2).
The withdrawal protocol results in a signature of the form appearing in equation (1) (see
section 3.1):

U B

m, s, t ∈R Zq

I ′ = g1
u1s−1

g3
s−1

g4
t

E1 = g2
sf3

m, E2 = g3
m

V1 = EqLog[(E1, f3), g2, (E2, g3),nil]
V2 = EqLog[(g3, I

′), (g1, g4),
(E1, g2), f3, (I, I ′), (g3, g4)]

I′,E1,E2,V1,V2−→ E2
?
6= 1

Verify V1, V2
w ∈R Zq

a′,b′,b′′
←− a′ = gw, b′ = (I ′g2)w, b′′ = g4

w

2 We assume, for simplicity, that only one denomination is used. A different key for each denomi-
nation is necessary.
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A = (I ′g2g4
t−1

)s = g1
u1g2

sg3
z = h1

u1h2
sh3 [= AXB ]

x1, x2, u, v ∈R Zq

B = gx1
1 gx2

2
a = (a′)ugv

b = (b′b′′t−1

)suAv [= Awu+v]
c = H(A, B, z, a, b)

c′ = c/u
c′
−→

r′
←− r′ = c′XB + w

r = r′u + v mod q

At the end of the protocol U verifies: gr ?= hca, Ar ?= zcb.

Payment: (performed between U and R over an anonymous channel)
At payment time U supplies information to the receiver R (which is later forwarded to the
bank) so that if a coin is double-spent the user U is identified.

The user provides the signature on the coin A = g1
xg2

yg3 and uses A1 = A/g3 for the
verifications of the payment protocol. I.e., the user is forced to use s as the blinding factor,
in order to “neutralize” the exponent s−1 of g3.

The user also provides the value A2 = f2
s and proves that this, together with the coin,

forms a (modified) ElGamal encryption of g1
x which, from the withdrawal protocol, can

only be g1
u1 = I, i.e., the user’s identity. To prove the construction all that is needed is the

proof of equality of logarithms V3 = EqLog[(A1, g2), g1, (A2, f2),nil].

The payment protocol (U and R agree on date/time, to be used as input to the non-
interactive challenge):

U R

A1 = g1
u1g2

s [= A/g3]
A2 = f2

s

V3 = EqLog[(A1, g2), g1, (A2, f2),nil]
U uses B instead of A′

in the construction of V3
A1,A2,A,B,(z,a,b,r)−→ A1

?
6= 1, A1g3 = A

sig(A, B) ?= (z, a, b, r)
Verify V3

Deposit: (performed between R and B over an authenticated channel)
R sends a transcript of the payment protocol to B who verifies the (non-interactive)

proofs.

Owner tracing: (performed between B and T over an authenticated channel)
The bank simply sends the deposited coin to the trustee T . T uses the private key to

decrypt the ElGamal encryption (A1, A2) and sends the decrypted value (i.e., I = g1
u1) to

B. The bank indexes this against its account database to find the coin’s owner.
Coin tracing: (performed between B and T over an authenticated channel)

The bank sends a withdrawal transcript to T . The trustee decrypts the ElGamal en-
cryption (E1, E2) to obtain the value g2

s; the bank then searches its deposit databases for
the coin A = Ig2

sg3, where I is the user’s identity.
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Efficiency: The protocols require around 8 and 11 exponentiations for the user and bank
at withdrawal3 and 4 and 2 for the user and receiver at payment.

6 Security

The security of FOLC can be described in three parts: (1) security for the payees and bank
(i.e., unreusability, unforgeability, and unexpandability of coins; see [FY93] for a precise
model), (2) security of the extensions (i.e., the ability of the trustees to trace), and (3)
security (anonymity) for the legitimate users. Our protocols guarantee the following:

– (1) above is unchanged from the underlying basic off-line e-cash protocol. This can be
seen since the blinding protocol is either unmodified (section 4) or (in section 5) the
modifications do not impair its security [Bra93a]. See appendix A for a sketch of the
proof.

– (2) above is based on the correctness property of the proof of equality of logarithms,
i.e., it is guaranteed based on the existence of hash functions that behave like random
oracles. The proof here is straightforward (verify that the user is constrained in the
construction of the ElGamal encryptions, based on the proofs of equality of logarithms)
but relatively lengthy. See appendix A for more details.

– Finally, (3) above is based on the semantic security of the (inverted) ElGamal encryption,
i.e., on the decision Diffie-Hellman assumption. Intuitively, note that the disclosed values
do not reveal any information; a sketch of an actual proof which shows that if anonymity
is broken then the decision D-H problem does not hold, is given in appendix B.

7 Discussion and Open Problems

We have constructed a simple solution for fair off-line electronic cash, utilizing recent secu-
rity proofs for homomorphic encryption schemes [TY98]. We believe that the biggest open
problem is to prove security under even more strict assumptions while keeping the efficiency
of our constructions. A first step to this direction may be a recently proposed encryption
scheme with homomorphic properties, whose semantic security is equivalent to factoring
[OU98]. Similarly, we would like to see blinding protocols whose restrictive properties can
be proven secure.
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A Security for the Bank and Receivers (Shops)

We show a sketch of the proof for (1) and (2) of section 6; for shortness we limit the discussion
to the protocol of section 5.

At payment, V3 proves that A1 = g2
xg1

y and A2 = f2
x for some x, y; i.e., that (A1, A2)

forms an ElGamal encryption of g1
y based on the Trustee’s public key f2. Also notice that

V3 is always carried out with the same randomness B = g1
x1g2

x2 , therefore if it is executed
twice it will reveal x (which, as we will see, is the user’s private key).

Then, at withdrawal, V1 proves that E1 = g2
sf3

m, E2 = g3
m for some s, m, i.e., that

(E1, E2) forms an ElGamal encryption of g2
s. Also, V2 proves that g3 = (I ′)v

g1
wg4

t, E1 =
g2

vf3
u, I = (I ′)v

g3
rg4

z for some v, w, t, u, r, z. But from V1 we have that E1 = g2
sf3

m,
thus v = s, u = m and therefore g3 = (I ′)s

g1
wg4

t, E1 = g2
sf3

m, I = (I ′)s
g3

rg4
z. By

rearranging the equations involving I ′ we get I ′ = g3
s−1

g1
w′

g4
t′

and I ′ = Is−1
g3

r′
g4

z′
,

where w′ = −ws−1, t′ = −ts−1, etc. Also at user setup it has been proven that I = g1
u1 ,

hence we have that I ′ = (g1
u1)s−1

g3
r′

g4
z′

= g1
u1s−1

g3
r′

g4
z′

, and (from the first equation on
I ′), I ′ = g1

u1s−1
g3

s−1
g4

t′
, where t′ is unknown to the bank, and s is the same as in E1.

Now, if we assume that the withdrawal protocol is a restrictive blind signature protocol
(an assumption initially made and argued for in [Bra93a]), i.e., under the terminology of
[FY93] it satisfies unforgeability and unexpandability, then the signed number A must be
of the form A = (I ′g2)

u
g4

v, for some u, v, i.e., A = g1
u1s−1ug3

s−1ug2
ug4

t′ug4
v. From the

payment above we have seen that A = A1g3 = g2
xg1

yg3. Therefore, it must be that s−1u ≡ 1
(mod q) and t′u + v ≡ 0 (mod q); in particular, u ≡ s (mod q). Putting these values in
A we get A = g1

u1g2
sg3, and therefore A1 = g1

u1g2
s, A2 = f2

s, as required for tracing.
Thus we have shown that if unforgeability and unexpandability are satisfied for the

starting scheme (in this case [Bra93a]) then traceability and bank/shop security also hold
for FOLC.

B Anonymity

For anonymity (i.e., untraceability as defined in [FY93]) we want to prove that given a pair
of withdrawal protocols and the corresponding paid coins, a collaboration of bank and shops
cannot decide which coin came from which withdrawal. Again we limit the discussion to the
protocol of section 5. The data that is available for this linking is the following4 (we omit
the values I ′

0, I
′
1 since they are unconditionally blinded by the random t0, t1):

At withdrawal:
[
V 0

1 , V 0
2 , E0

1 = g2
s0f3

m0 , E0
2 = g3

m0 , c′0
]

and[
V 1

1 , V 1
2 , E1

1 = g2
s1f3

m1 , E1
2 = g3

m1 , c′1
]
.

At payment:
[
Ai

1 = g1
uig2

si , Ai
2 = f2

si , V i
3 , zi, ai, bi, ri, Bi

]
and[

Aī
1 = g1

uīg2
sī , Aī

2 = f2
sī , V ī

3 , z ī, aī, bī, rī, B ī
]
, i, ī ∈ {0, 1}, i 6= ī.

The linking problem is to determine whether i is 0 or 1.
Suppose now we have a machineM which given the above information can find i. Then

we can use this machine to break the ElGamal encryption in the sense of indistinguishability,
i.e., break the decision D-H assumption [TY98], as follows (sketch):

Let µi = g2
si , µī = g2

sī be two messages, and let (E0
1 , E0

2), (E1
1 , E1

2) be the encryptions
of µ0, µ1 respectively. Then we feed M with these encryptions, plus (Ai

1, A
i
2), (A

ī
1, A

ī
2),

which we can construct for a random ui, uī, since we know si, sī. We then simulate V l
j , for

j = {1, 2}, l = {0, 1} and V i
3 , V ī

3 ; the simulations for V3 require random values to be chosen
for Bi, B ī. Then the signatures of the coins are simulated, i.e., random values Ri, c

i, Rī, c
ī are

chosen and ai = gRi

, ri = ciXB+Ri, zi = (Ai)XB , bi = (Ai)Ri

, aī = gRī

, rī = cīXB+Rī, z ī =
4 Here Xi or Xi denotes value X at protocol i.
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(Aī)XB , bī = (Aī)
Rī

are calculated. Finally c′0, c′1 are chosen at random (it is easy to verify
that for any choice of c, c′, R, setting u = c/c′, v = R − wu satisfies both c′ = c/u and the
values of a, b, as calculated using R; thus the simulation is perfect). These values are then
inserted into H(Ai, Bi, zi, ai, bi),H(Aī, B ī, z ī, aī, bī) and the values of the hash function at
these points are changed so that the results are ci, cī respectively.

The whole output of the simulator (consisting of the above values) is then fed to M,
which returns the value of i, and thus breaks the semantic security of ElGamal encryption.

Finally, the above problem of distinguishing between two ciphertexts can be embedded
in a context of polynomially many withdrawals using standard methods.
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